
IN THE HIGH COURT OF UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA 

IN THE DISTRICT REGISTRY OF ARUSHA 

AT ARUSHA 

REVISION APPLICATION NO 93 OF 2019 

(C/F LABOUR DISPUTE CMA/ARS/ARB/96/2016)

ONSEA HOUSE TANZANIA LIMITED....................................... APPLICANT

VERSUS

CATHERINE MLAY............................................................ RESPONDENT

RULING

Date o f last order: 16-11-2021 

Date of ruling: 23-11-2021

B. K. PHILLIP, J

The applicant herein lodged this application under the provisions of section 

91(1) (a) (b) (2) (a) (b) and 94 (1) (b) ( i) of the Employment and Labour 

Relations Act, No. 6 of 2004, Rule 24 (1) (2) (a) (b) (c ) (d) (e) (f) (3) (a) 

(b) ( c) (d) [ Hereinafter to be reffered to as the "ELRA"] and Rule 28 (1)

(b) (c ) (d) and (e) of the Labour Court Rules, G.N. No. 106/2007 ( 

Hereinafter to be referred to as "G.N. No. 106/2007") praying for the 

following orders;
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(i) That the Labour Court be pleased to grant this application for 

the reasons contained in the affidavit in support of the same.

(ii) That the Labour Court be pleased to call for and examine the 

records of the Labour Dispute No. CMA/ARS/ARB/96/2016 and 

thereafter be pleased to revise and quash the award dated at 

3rd day of November 2019 by Honourable P. E. Kefa.

(iii) Any other orders/relief that this Honorable Court may deem fit 

to grant.

The application is supported by an affidavit sworn by the learned advocate 

Aggrey Cosmas Kamazima whereas the learned advocate Asubuhi John 

Yoyo swore an affidavit in opposition to the application.

A brief back ground to this application is that, the respondent was 

employed by the applicant as an assistant operation Manager. Her duties 

among others included cash handling generally, keeping cash money in 

the safe deposit box and at the end of the day reconciling the actual cash 

in the safe deposit box and the records in the excel sheet. On the 24th 

January 2016, there was less cash money comparing to the amount 

indicated in the excel sheet. A sum of United States Dollars One 

Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety Four ( USD 1994) was missing. The



applicant attributed the said loss to the respondent's acts. He 

alleged that she was negligent and dishonest, thus responsible for the 

loss. Consequently, the respondent was charged with three offences, to 

wit; Gross dishonest and breach of trust, gross negligence and causing loss 

to the employer, before the Disciplinary Committee. The respondent denied 

to have caused the loss incurred by the applicant. Hearing was 

conducted before the Disciplinary Committee which ended up with a 

decision to terminate the respondent from employment. The respondent 

was aggrieved by the decision of the Disciplinary Committee. She lodged 

her Complaints at the Commission for Mediation and Arbitration ("CMA") at 

Arusha, vide Labour Dispute No. CMA/ARS/ARB/96/2016 on the ground 

that her termination from employment was made in contravention of the 

Labour Laws and was not fair. The Arbitrator's decision was to the effect 

that the respondent was unfairly terminated. He faulted the decision of 

the Disciplinary Committee on one major ground that the disciplinary 

hearing was wrongly conducted because there was a criminal case in 

respect of the loss incurred by the applicant against the respondent that 

was pending at the police station and investigation was still going on. He 

awarded the respondent Tshs 6,876, 692/= as compensation and terminal
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benefits, and ordered the applicant to issue to the respondent a 

certificate of service.

Back to the application at hand, I ordered the same to be disposed of by 

way of written submission. The learned advocates Aggrey Cosmas 

Kamazima and Asubuhi Yoyo filed the written submissions for the

applicant and the respondent respectively.

Mr. Kamazima's submission was to the effect that the Arbitrator's

holding that the respondent was charged with a criminal offence, thus the 

applicant was precluded from proceeding with disciplinary proceedings 

against the respondent pursuant Section 37 (5) of ELRA was erroneous. 

He contended that the respondent was not charged with any criminal 

offence and no evidence was presented by the respondent before the

Arbitrator to prove that there was a pending criminal case against the

respondent, to Referring this Court to the case of Marwa Nyaiki Vs

Geita Gold Mining Limited, Labour Revision No. 42 of 2019, in

which the Court said that the following;

" In this respect, the onus of proving the existence of the criminal 

proceedings, whose institution preceded the disciplinary action, rested on



the applicant's shoulders and , in my view , this burden was not 

discharged".

Mr Kamazima insisted that the burden of proving the existence of criminal 

charge against the respondent and that the same was substantially the 

same to the offences that she was charged with at the Disciplinary 

Committee lied unto her. Expounding on this point, Mr Kamazima argued 

that, the case of Stella Manyahi and another Vs Shirika la Posta, 

High Court of Tanzania, Labour Division Dar es Salaam reference 

No 2 of 2010 ( unreported) and Quality Laboratory Tanzania Vs 

Shaban Hassan Labour Revision No 24 of 2015 (unreported) which 

were relied upon by the Arbitrator in his decision are distinguishable from 

the facts of this case because in those cases, the employees were 

formally charged with the offence of theft and the employer terminated 

them on the same ground of theft. In the case at hand the respondent 

failed prove that she was formally charged of any Criminal pffence and 

that the offence which she was charged at the Police if any, was 

substantially the same to the charge of gross negligence and occasioning 

loss to the employer which she was charged with before the Disciplinary 

Committee, contended Mr Kamazima. In the upshot Mr Kamazima was of
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a strong view that the Arbitrator did not analyze the evidence adduced 

properly and failed to determine the case on its merits, instead he solely 

based his decision on technicalities without according the parties the 

right to be heard on whether or not there was criminal case against the 

respondent pending at the police station.

Another argument raised by Mr. Kamazima was that the award was 

pronounced fourteen (14 ) months after the final submissions by the 

parties were filed at the CMA, in contravention of the provisions of Section 

88 (11) of the ELRA which provides that an award has to be pronounced 

within thirty (30) days from the date of conclusion of the proceedings. The 

delay in delivering the award was so inordinate and casts a shadow of 

doubts on the integrity and commitment of the Arbitrator, contended Mr. 

Kamazima.

Furthermore, Mr. Kamazima argued that the complaints lodged by the 

respondent at the CMA had no merits because the evidence adduced 

proved that the termination of the respondent was substantially and 

procedurally fair. The reason for termination was valid since the 

respondent negligently caused a loss of USD 1994, belonging to the 

applicant and failed to account for the same. Therefore , she caused



loss to her employer. Mr. Kamazima contended that exhibit D3 tendered 

before the Disciplinary Committee proved that on 24/1/2016 the 

respondent was in the night shift and received cash USD 2,470/= , Euro 

335/= and Tshs 365, 000. On the following day in the morning that is, 

25/1/2016 a sum of USD 1994 was missing.

In his endeavors to show that the Disciplinary Committee was impartial and 

fair, Mr. kamazima submitted that, the respondent was accorded the right 

to be heard, she attended at the hearing before the Disciplinary 

Committee together with his representative Mr. Augustino R. Kombe. The 

outcome of the Disciplinary Committee hearing was formally 

communicated to the respondent but she refused to receive the same. 

The respondent was paid all her terminal dues. Also, Mr. Kamazima refuted 

the respondent's argument which she made at the CMA that, the signature 

in exhibit D3 was forged and that she was never at the office on 24/ 1/ 

2016. He insisted that the defence of alibi raised by the respondent was an 

afterthought as she did not raise it at the CMA. He invited this Court to 

revise the decision of the CMA.

In rebuttal, Mr. Yoyo submitted that the evidence adduced at the CMA 

by the applicant's first witness, Mr Thomas Verougstraete shows that the



first step that was taken by the applicant before the commencement of the 

disciplinary procedures was to report the matter to the police station. The 

Arbitrator's findings are based on the evidence adduced and the dictates of 

the law in Section 37 (5) of the ELRA which forbids employers from taking 

any disciplinary measures against an employee during the pendency of 

criminal case against such an employee.

Furthermore, in the alternative Mr. Yoyo argued that even if it is assumed 

that, no concrete evidence was adduced by the respondent on the 

pendency of a criminal case against her, still, the applicant had a burden 

of proving that there was no prejudice or jeopardy arising from the 

complaints reported to the police station by the employer (the applicant) 

against the respondent. The law in section 39 ELRA provides in mandatory 

terms that in all cases of unfair termination the employer has a burden of 

proving the fairness of the reason and procedure, contended Mr. Yoyo.

As regards the merit of the respondent's complaints lodged at the CMA, Mr. 

Yoyo argued that, the same were meritous on the ground that the records 

of the Disciplinary Committee revealed gross and apparent violation of the 

fair procedure. The applicant did not conduct any investigation before the 

commencement of the disciplinary hearing in contravention of Rule 13 (1)



of the Employment and Labour Relations ( Code of Good Practice Rules) 

2007 ( Henceforth GN No. 42/2007.) Mr. Yoyo maintained that omission to 

conduct investigation is fatal .To cement his argument he cited the case 

of Tanzania Revenue Authority Vs Andrew Mapunda , Labour 

Division, Dar es Salaam -  Revision No. 104/2014 ( unreported) and 

Ezekiel Samwel Ndehaki Vs Tanzanite one, Labour Division 

Arusha , Revision No. 59/2013 (unreported).

It was Mr. Yoyo's contention that the decision to terminate the 

respondent was made in her absence, thus, her right to be heard was 

violated. To cement his arguments he referred this Court to a number of 

cases including the case of Hamis Jonathan John Vs Board of External 

Trade, Civil Appeal No. 37/2009 (unreported) and Mbeya Rukwa 

Auto part and Transport Limited Vs Jestina George Mwakyama, 

Civil Appeal No 45/2000 ( unreported).

Moreover, Mr. Yoyo argued that no evidence was presented before the 

Disciplinary Committee to prove that the respondent took the money 

allegedly lost. Exhibit D1 which was relied upon by the applicant was 

never signed by the respondent. Whatever adverse conclusion drawn by 

the applicant was based on a mere assumption that she is the one who



took the money. Mr. Yoyo was of the view that there was no valid reason 

for the termination of the respondent's employment. He insisted that the 

Labour laws provides that upon termination of an employee, the 

employer is duty bound to prove that there was valid reason for 

termination of the employee.He cited the case of Youth Dynamix Vs 

Fatuma A. Lwambo , Revision No 427/2013 (unreported) and 

Tanapa Vs Dietrich Kateule , Revision No. 55 of 2015 (unreported), 

to buttress his arguments.

With regard to the delay in delivery of the CMA's Ruling, Mr. Yoyo's 

response was to the effect that, Mr. Kamazima's concern was unfounded 

because the Arbitrator explained very well in his Ruling the reasons for the 

delay in delivering the Ruling. Moreover, Mr. Yoyo submitted that, the 

allegation for lack of integrity on part of the Arbitrator is a serious one. It 

requires real and apparent reason to be provided by the one alleging the 

same. He was of a strong view that in this case Mr. Kamazima has raised 

an empty and blanket allegation of lack of integrity and credibility of the 

Arbitrator, thus, he implored this Court to ignore that allegation.

In rejoinder, Mr Kamazima, refuted Mr. Yoyo's contention that DWl's (

Thomas Veroustrate) testimony before the CM A was to the effect that he
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lodged complaints on theft of the lost amount of money at the Police 

Station. He insisted that there is nothing to compare between the alleged 

offence of theft and the charge on gross dishonest leveled against the 

respondent at the Disciplinary Committee. The respondent failed to prove 

before the CMA that she was terminated on an offence which is the same 

to a charge alleged to be pending at the Police Station. He went on 

submitting that, the respondent failed to state which criminal offence she 

was charged with at the Police Station. Relying on the case of Stella 

Manyahi and others (supra) Mr. Kamazima contended that the law does 

not preclude the institution of disciplinary proceedings or imposition of 

disciplinary penalty for some other breach of disciplinary action even when 

a matter has been reported to the Police. He insisted that, the disciplinary 

committee acted in accordance with the conditions lied down by the High 

Court in the case of Simeon Manyaki ( supra) to wit;

"(i) An administrative body exercising functions that impinge directly 

on legally recognized interests has a duty to act judicially in 

accordance with the rules of natural Justice.

(ii) The applicant whose rights and legitimate expectations stood to 

be so adversely affected by the inquiry had the right
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(a) Of being sufficiently appraised of the particulars of the 

prejudicial allegations that were to be made or had been made 

against him, so that he could effectively prepare his answer 

and collect evidence necessary to rebut the case against him

(b) Subject to the need for withholding details in order to protect 

other overriding interest o f being accorded sufficient 

opportunity o f controverting or commenting on the materials 

that had been tendered or were to be tendered against him.

(c) Of presenting his own case.

(d) Of being given a reasonable and fair deal."

Mr. Yoyo's contention that the respondent was not accorded the right to 

be heard received a stern opposition from Mr. Kamazima who vehemently 

argued that, exhibit D.3 ( The hand written minutes of the disciplinary 

committee hearing) proves that the respondent attended the hearing

before Disciplinary Committee on 11/3/2016 together with her

representative , therefore she was accorded her right to be heard.

With regard to the respondent's defense of " £//Z?/"that is, on 24/1/2016 

she was not on duty , Mr. kamazima submitted that the same is 

concocted and pure afterthought brought in desperate attempts to rescue 

the situation because the respondent had admitted before the 

Disciplinary Committee that she attended to work on 24/1/2016. That is
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proved by exhibit D3 which was signed by the respondent and her 

representative, added Mr. kamazima.

Furthermore, Mr Kamazima submitted that the decision to terminate the 

respondents was not reached in her absence as alleged by Mr. Yoyo . The 

respondent attended the hearing of the case before the Disciplinary 

Committee and opted not to attend on the date of judgment.

Having analyzed the rival submission made by the learned advocates 

now, let me proceed with the determination of the merits of this 

application.

It is a common ground that, the Labour Laws (ELRA and GN. No. 

106/2007) provides that for a termination of an employee to be termed as 

fair termination there must be a fair reason for termination, that is a valid 

reason and fair procedure in the reaching the decision to terminate the 

employee.

The decision of the Arbitrator subject to this application is solely based on 

a legal ground that is, the applicant mounted disciplinary proceedings 

against the respondent while there was a pending criminal case against the 

respondent. As I have pointed out earlier in this ruling, the Arbitrator
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made a finding that the procedure adopted by the applicant was flouted 

and tainted with serious procedure irregularity for contravening the 

provisions of section 37(5) of the ELRA.

Upon examining the arguments raised by the learned advocates perused 

the Labour Laws, in particular section 37 (5) of the ELRA as well as the 

case laws referred to this Court by the learned Advocates appearing herein, 

I am inclined to agree with Mr. Kamazima that the Arbitrator erred to 

hold that the disciplinary measures initiated by the respondent were 

tainted with irregularity for the reason that there was pending criminal 

case against the applicant. My stance stated herein above is based on the 

followings;

The whole of the proceedings at the CMA and the Disciplinary Committee 

do not indicate explicitly the Criminal case that is alleged by the 

respondent's advocate was pending at the police station which is similar 

to the charges that were leveled against the respondent at the Disciplinary 

Committee. In her testimony, the respondent did not state explicitly the 

criminal case that she alleged was pending at the police. Section 37 (5) of 

the ELRA states clearly that it is applicable when the Criminal offence 

facing an employee is substantially the same to the charges leveled against
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the employee at the Disciplinary Committee. Section 37 (5) of the ELRA 

protects employees from double jeopardy. For easy of reference let me 

reproduce the provisions of section 37 (5) of ELRA.

"No disciplinary action in form of penalty, termination or dismissal shall 

He upon an employee who has been charged with a criminal offence 

which substantially the same until final determination by the Court and 

any appeal thereto."

With due respect to Mr. Yoyo, the cases he relied upon to support the 

findings of the Arbitrator are distinguishable from the facts of the matter 

at hand because in those cases there was proof of existence of Criminal 

offences charged against the employees. In the case at hand the 

evidence reveals that no criminal offence was charged against the 

respondent thought the applicant reported the matter to the Police. The 

Disciplinary Committee proceedings (Exhibit D3) reveals that, neither the 

applicant nor the respondent testified that there was any Criminal case 

which going on at the Police. The respondent never stated that she 

recorded any statement at the Police in respect of what happened at her 

work place on 25th January 2016. It is a common Knowledge that the 1st 

step towards institution of criminal case is the interrogation of the suspects 

or accused person. In this case the respondent did not give any evidence
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to the effect that she was interrogated by the Police and charged of any 

offence which was similar to the charges filed before the Disciplinary 

Committee. I am entirely in agreement with the position held by my 

brother Hon Ismail, J in the case of Marwa Nyaiki (supra), that is, if the 

employee alleges that she was charged with a criminal offence, then she 

has to prove her allegations. This is quite in line with the provisions of 

section 110 of the Evidence Act, which provide that whoever desires any 

court to give Judgment in respect of any legal right or liability dependent 

on the existence of facts which she asserts must prove that those facts 

exist. From the foregoing, it is the finding of this Court, that there was no 

pending any Criminal case against the respondent.

As regards the merits of the application, the competing arguments 

between Mr. Yoyo and Mr. Kamazima are mainly based on two issues, to 

wit; whether or not there was a fair procedure in conducting the 

disciplinary hearing and whether or not there was a fair reason for 

termination, that is, a valid reason for termination.

The testimony of Mr. Thomas Verogstrate ( DW 1) who also appeared 

before the Disciplinary Committee as the applicant's witness reveals that

upon receiving information on the loss of the money in question, he asked
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the respondent about the loss that had been reported to him. The 

respondent gave some explanations denying to have taken the money. 

Then, he called warrior security who assisted hi to do some search for the 

money and investigation. DW1 found a piece of paper ( Exhibit Dl) in the 

safe deposit box which was written by the respondent showing the 

amount of money that was supposed to be in the safe deposit box. 

According to the testimony of DW1 and the respondent at the Disciplinary 

Committee, which is reflected in the proceedings ( exhibit D3) duly signed 

by the respondent and her representative , DW 1 took time to interrogate 

the respondent on the amount of money which were indicated in that 

paper.

Before the Disciplinary Committee testified that she had to do "a test" 

the same "test" was also given to Mr. Leonard who was working with her 

and one madam Valerian told her that she failed the "test" and Leonard 

passed the test. She, then asked madam Valerian what will happen . 

Madam Valerian told her that it will depend on the decision of the 

employer. Unfortunately, the proceedings do not give enough details on 

the said "test" but the brief narrations made by the respondent shows that
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the said "test" was related to the loss of money that had occurred at the 

applicant's office.

The narration made by Mr Thomas verougstrate (DW1) and the 

respondent at the Disciplinary Committee on what transpired upon the 

applicant realizing that there was a loss of money shows clearly that, 

investigation in respect of the said loss of money was conducted. Mr 

Yoyo's contention that no investigation was conducted is not supported by 

the evidence adduced by both parties. Therefore the same is not 

correct. To my understanding, the type of investigation depends on the 

circumstances of the matter. That is why in some cases an investigation 

committee is appointed and a formal report on the investigation is be 

prepared whereas in some cases in which the matter is not complicated 

to the extent of requiring involvement of experts, an investigation team 

might not be necessary and a formal report might not be not necessary 

too.

With regard to the concern on the fairness of the procedure, the 

handwritten minutes of the Disciplinary Committee which was signed by 

the respondent and her representative leaves no speck of doubt that the

respondent was accorded her right to be heard. She attended at the
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hearing with her representative, Mr Augustino Kombe. The fact that the 

respondent and her representative opted not to enter appearance on 

the date of delivery of the ruling , despite the fact that they were notified 

of the same , cannot vitiate the decision of the Disciplinary Committee.

Coming to the concern on the validity of the reason for termination, before 

the Disciplinary Committee the respondent was charged with gross 

dishonest and breach of trust, gross negligence and causing loss to the 

employer. The evidence adduced by both the applicant and the respondent 

reveal that there was a loss of money to a tune of USD 1994. No doubt 

that the applicant (employer) incurred loss. The evidence adduced by both 

sides has revealed that the respondent was among the employees who 

were involved in handling cash money and that on fateful day, the 

respondent attended to work. Let me point out here that the 

respondent's defense of alibi leaves a lot to be desired because at the 

Disciplinary Committee she did not raise it and conceded that on 

24/1/2016 she attended to work but claimed that she did not cause any 

loss of money. She accepted to have written the note indicating the cash 

money that was supposed to be in the safe deposit box ( Exhibit Dl). In 

my considered view, the respondent cannot escape the responsibility for
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the loss of the money in question , and as I have said earlier in this 

ruling, her move to come up with a defence of alibi belatedly compels this 

court to draw adverse reference to her. In short there was a valid reason 

for termination of the respondent.

From the foregoing, it is the finding of this court that the termination of 

the respondent was proper. This application is granted. The decision of the 

Commission for Mediation and Arbitration is hereby set aside. No order as 

to costs.

Dated at Arusha this 23rd day of November 2021
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